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Abstract 
 
There is at the heart of this project an interest in the "gap" between the represented and its 
representation. This gap is a powerful affecting space, animated by much more than the simple 
incapacity of one medium to perfectly replicate another. This relates to how the unrepresentable can 
be seen as a kind of trauma for language but also as something paralleling the reality of trauma's 
asignification itself. It is also a space that engenders the interpretive indeterminacy that haunts any 
kind of discourse and at the same time is open to that which animates the raw generative play of 
desire. And finally, the core of this project can be understood as an exploration of the limits of 
language and its necessity in the development of poetic expressiveness.  
 
I explore these issues in a creative written work and a critical essay. The creative work consists of a 
group of interrelated poems entitled Broken Perfect. The subject of Broken Perfect is the Italian 
mannerist painter Jacopo Carucci usually referred to as Pontormo (1494–1557).  The poems are in 
the first person and work to establish, through an act of imaginative invention, the subjectivity of 
this singular artist. Together they constitute a mosaic of fragments and fragmentations, a palimpsest 
of sculpted silences around which snatches of description and monologue move. The language used 
attempts at times to compress itself into itself to give rise to image or sensation before it is 
understood as language. Within the text Pontormo is hinted at; he speaks but he is never described. 
In this way, this work can be seen to play with representation and its limits. 
 
In the critical essay, I further address this issue of the gap and representation in two complementary 
ways. The first is through an exploration of poetry that deals with trauma, ekphrasis and biography. 
Each in its own way grapples with the problem of the gap between the represented and 
representation. And then the second is a more theoretically explicit examination of the "affect-
phrase," a concept of the French philosopher Jean-François Lyotard that can be seen as that which 
defines rupture or resistance within discourse, giving rise to a conflicted silence, the mute beyond 
language. This is followed by an examination of the interpretive indeterminacy extant in both 
ekphrasis and biography that connects us to the feeling of conflicted silence aroused by the affect-
phrase and its consequences for poetry.  
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Preface 
 
Pontormo was born in 1494 just outside of Florence. He was orphaned early in life and by age ten had 
embarked on the first of a series of apprenticeships to established painters in Florence, the most famous of 
whom was reputed to be Leonardo da Vinci. He showed remarkable promise and by the time he was twenty, 
he began to establish himself as a master of the Florentine painting style of the High Renaissance: beautiful, 
sweet colouring combined with masterfully balanced compositions. He was a remarkable draftsman. 
However, he was intense in his pursuit of perfection and had to be stopped at times from destroying his 
work. As this trait of perfectionism grew in him, so began his pursuit of what can only be described as an 
inner authenticity. He was relentless in following his own needs and intuitions at a time when conformity 
was the rule.  
 
The principal subject and vehicle for expression in the work of Pontormo is without a doubt the male nude. 
He engages with it throughout his entire working life, but it is in his later work that this interest really takes 
hold. There is no doubt that the influence of the older and more established artist, Michelangelo, whose 
primary subject was also the male nude, is significant here. For Pontormo this influence permeates his own 
work from the time of his Mannerist masterpiece the Deposition (1527) onwards. Indeed, in the early 1530's 
Pontormo even directly collaborated with Michelangelo by completing the paintings for several commissions 
the latter had received and had made drawings for. What is striking though is the extent to which Pontormo 
is able to incorporate the lessons he learns from the older artist's work and then transcends them, developing 
his own vision in increasingly original and influential directions. Pontormo digests and then pushes the 
expressive capacity of those developments to ever more particular and awkwardly ornamental arrangements 
of the body and of groups of figures. In this he can be seen as a major pioneer in the abstracting of the male 
body into a vehicle for the cool and complex ornament that came to typify Florentine Mannerist painting.  
 
After his death in 1557 aged 62, Pontormo's reputation as the premier painter in Florence gradually fell into 
disrepute and his art became increasingly neglected. Some of this neglect is due to the loss of much, if not 
all, of his later painting. However, Pontormo's reputation was much damaged by his life story written by the 
artist and art historian Georgio Vasari in his Lives of the Artists (1568). In this account-cum-morality tale of 
Pontormo's life, Vasari characterises him as an eccentric, socially withdrawn failure. He is described as an 
artist who, despite showing huge promise early on, failed to live up to his potential because he turned his 
back on his talent by falling under the all-pervasive influence of Michelangelo. For Vasari, Pontormo 
became the exemplar par excellence of how not to succeed as an artist. This is despite the fact that Vasari 
variously describes Pontormo as being well mannered, cultured, as well as highly respected and successful 
throughout his professional life. 
 
The biography by Vasari was however extremely influential probably because it is the only early account we 
have of Pontormo's life. As such the impact of Vasari's writing on Pontormo's reputation has been enormous 
  12 
and can be compared in impact to that of a cultural trauma. Trauma is more than a particular type of injury, it 
is an injury that also grievously silences the victim. And so in addition to the loss of so much of his work, 
Pontormo's character and sensibility have also been hidden behind and distorted by Vasari's characterisation 
of him as an eccentric outsider and failure. This opinion was uncritically taken up by succeeding 
commentators and consequently, our perception of his work's originality has been obscured by inaccurate 
and unexamined accusations of inauthenticity and slavish imitation. The unfortunate result of this for us is 
that Pontormo's achievement as a truly original cultural practitioner and artistic phenomenon has been 
obscured and it is only recently, some 450 years after his death, that these obstacles to his reputation are 
being re-evaluated and his artistic achievement re-assessed.  
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Death  
Via della Colonna, no. 33  
Florence 
 January,1557 
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 I am water-swelled 
 skin stretched taut 
  adrift in my bed   
 
  I lie memory wrapped 
  all rotten sweat  
          sour  
  a sweet terrible 
           reek  
 
 I am as though drowning 
 
 
  I dim and yearn for 
         the unfolding sweetness  
     of soft-petaled comfort 
         the rose  
         lilac deep  
         within me 
 
   blessed thoughts 
 
       I remember late autumn 
        apples under a tree.  
 
 
 
 thoughts flicker  
 and flow  
 in rupture  clouds torn by the wind 
 stagnant   I sink into my bloating 
  into a deeper 
  hard heart pull  
    –  I fragment in me 
   
 I fear the dark,  
 angel empty, all cold chill.  
 I am clutched abysmal in alone.  
 I struggle for breath  
  I cry   
 
 
 
    I seek the clean white  
flutter  
            of wings  
light pure 
 
 
 
 
 
I seek respite 
 yet remain  
 in body-dark water  
  my dying  
  15 
  my thought  
          my knowing 
 edge past  
  the lone perimeter 
 
 
 
I dream my life again. 
 
I dream my work 
 
from an empty centre 
      a black core 
        void  
        still 
 
 
 
I am surrounded  
with the obdurate  
        indifference  
        of flickered thought 
 
the planets circle me  
this shell 
withdrawn from life 
withdrawing from living. 
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Again  
 
Again the flood. But at first only bodies, entangled, long and taut-twisting. They shape away from me, again 
and again all over one and then another, in snaking churn, in all ways.  
 
I see them shimmered fine in the graining of light as darkness draws close. A pain-fed, excruciating unease, a 
linger of darkening trails twined in tightly formed knot. 
 
And then all about me water. I am drowning, I am breathless and weak. My bones ache, deeply in joint fixed 
core. Fear, a desperate stomach clench, pulling at splinters heart borne. 
 
I wake and the dreaming fades with echo. Seen hard and felt deep those bodies, their writhe.  
 
All is now as wet death glisten, a flutter of churned gleam, a failing view. 
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Heaven and Earth 
The Four Evangelists, the Deluge and the Resurrection of the Dead  
three frescoes from the Choir of the Basilica of San Lorenzo 
Florence, 1546-1557 
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            in my life 
     I spoke of my art, always 
with difficulty 
and rarely 
   I was as though mute 
 
            to speak of my San Lorenzo work 
      my last work 
      my largest work  
   was unimaginable 
for it was as though a song  
came from them 
sweet and full and terrible  
               a song  
     drawn out and soft       
                      with the images  
edging closer, ever  
              to a brink  
of pure dissolve  
 
             in these images plaster set  
       in fresco 
I painted the body 
  as a body of fraught burden  
  as one improbable in posture 
  as frail and desperate  
in its yearning 
    
each fresco a tumbled knit  
of nudes, abstracted   
into complex folds 
of crowded hover  
flesh of cloud teeming  
from dark floor to ceiling   
        
                                    all is as radiant whisper 
deep-worn, in  
a rootless unimaginable  
     glimpsed raw  
a plunge  
   stilled  
 
                  for the mighty choral space 
      of San Lorenzo 
I painted twelve frescoes  
       on three walls 
             an ascending shine of haze  
                 in the sharp  
    &  
          pure clear of  
     Brunelleschi   
   all I have painted was 
    as though through  
a breath  
  19 
gentled  
to silvered sharp 
and in this painting cycle 
I worked to create 
          a picture of the world  
 reflecting 
the shine of heaven 
its glow 
its voice  
its gasp  
on this earth 
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         I searched for a will  
soft-full with the Divine  
           & 
                       in cloud  
sought to contain  
                the spirit of love, learning and resolve 
   and so 
       when I painted the Evangelists 
     set choir high and window framed 
          all streamed  
          heavenward  
          each figure large  
            and soft edged   
 
       lifted  
          as though by thermal 
          one body melded with the other  
       in clustered amalgam 
 
        a cloud likeness rendered divisible 
 
      a soft large massing 
             in rootless yet inexorable  
                skyward drift 
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in the Deluge fresco 
was all my dreaming  
   I painted my horror  
     where 
 all is twisting in turning 
               a whorl of swollen gigantism 
        soft  
      & 
                  serpentine  
      a gathered of embrace  
             in drowning  
   a nebulous    
                 watery death 
                of living, dissolving into nothing 
           
each body large, distended and powerless,  
       each body extravagant and strange  
 one pushed into the other 
             malleable 
     adrift in heavy-liquid cloud,  
   
      a writhing of desperations   
          of human form alone 
 
       each submerged  
   
     deep  
 
       into the impossible materiality  
         of body alone  
   a desperate ending, God-thought 
 
          inchoate 
 
    
           terrible 
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       my painting of 
 the Resurrection of the Dead  
          was a raising  
                of bodies 
           only bodies  
 
                each softened and pliant  
     and radiant and light  
as a breath 
 
           each awakened   
          into surrender   
 
     released  
     in slow drift,  
                 within an amorphous swarming, 
            a shaped aspiration 
        afloat  
        mist, form bound 
                    winding  
    as a flame or as smoke  
        upward  
 
           each body lifted, skyward 
    in yearning stretch 
 
    a restoration   
    a renewal  
      and always  
in all manner of motion 
    movement towards 
      the Christ  
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    and now 
 
       I hear the silence 
      
         an unfathomable 
             sounding  
of echoes 
          hidden within  
           the fullness of the smooth  
            burgeoning 
            of thought  
 
    a sweet internal breeze 
           all tossed trees 
       and 
                 wind 
 
            I hear the silence of the end  
                
                 of what is  
                   and what is not 
                  to be understood 
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Stones 
Walking and painting  
and drawing and seeing 
 Florence, 1554 
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I walked  
all my life I walked 
through narrow  
   tunnelled spaces  
each alley weaving  
   one in on the other    
   convolute and labyrinthine  
 
I walked  
 past stones  
 old  
 stone shapes compressed  
     hard  
 one against the other  
 
       the walls 
        of a city 
 
       the walls 
      of Firenze 
 
 
stones frame the sharp-edged stink  
of piss, shit, rotting food 
the stench of animals  
and people pushed   
one against another 
all in crowded jostle 
all shape and echo  
  to footstep, hoof and boot  
 
dense human massings  
of brown fade and coarse fabric  
mixed  
with the peacock gleam  
of youth, in packs  
       in bright coloured hose  
  and jerkin and hat  
 
  and women  
   veiled 
 
Firenze, my home of stones 
  steep of canyon 
  bronchial dark 
  and close  
  and narrow  
  and secret  
 
I contemplated stone 
  the nature of 
   its interior dark  
  a cut to black 
   opaque and smouldered 
all hot, dull radiant and velvet shade 
  26 
 
  compressed  
  in a deepening bass  
  of muttered sound 
  hard and obdurate  
  a mineraled 
   muffled murmur 
    that yet seems close 
         too close  
         to me, in me  
 and so I walked fast  
 I ran faster 
 down tracks, heart pounded  
    and searched for  
    and then found 
     the sky  
   
   blue  
    the luminous surround 
    of the all open 
 
 
And then I wept 
overcome 
I wept 
for stone 
 
for black 
 
for all  
the alone  
 
in me 
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I painted all my life 
I painted bodies in twist 
on canvas, wood, wall  
each surface a dialect  
each a demand 
 
through fresco, the wall speaks  
stone overlaid with plaster  
in island separate sections  
each island damp 
each island colour stained  
    and then gentled dry to a luminous chalk  
 
canvas is tooth and weave, and coy fabric tremor  
 
wood is polish-smooth and hard 
   clear and hard sharp 
 
and for each surface, pigment 
  ground stone, mineral  
  made all liquid colour flow   
  bright shine and luminous 
  light made substantial  
    
I sought in paint 
  the flowered bloom  
  and fine detail 
  where everything is smoothed  
  and subtled  
   to a delicate poise 
    a grace, outlined and anxious folded 
       into the artificial  
      and exquisite pose  
       of maniera  
        
feeling-shapes  
embalmed and still  
 – an unknowing  
 apprehensive of shadowed song  
paint sprung 
from the deep sensuous  
    luminous as summer 
    and sun 
          and awkward  
         and obscurant  
                 as 
              cloud 
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   drawing, disegno, was the ground of all I did 
I drew the body 
the sheer ornament of it 
to see and comprehend 
 
there is in drawing 
an intimacy of touch 
  and of glimpse 
 
the intimacy of a breath shared 
 
I drew  
 to think through 
 to bring forth shape 
                and composition 
from the mind, the intellect  
 
 and still, I undid  
 all my knowing 
 
for me 
 drawing separated 
   dark and light  
    it cut  
    into the red rare  
    of my desire 
     an irrevocable 
    blurring of thinking 
    changing seeing to feeling 
   
I marked the paper 
as caress 
 an incision 
 of forming 
 
through 
 line and tone  
I smudged and stippled 
black or red chalk 
into a fine ocular mist 
or 
drew contour lines 
 that stumbled and hesitated 
 in the searching for rightness 
 between eye, hand and mind 
 
always though 
 I sought the air 
the wind 
I sought 
a definitive  
evanescence 
a trembling dissolve 
of thought to shape  
of shape to feeling 
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I sought  
the core  
of touch 
to express 
care 
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In Firenze, my home 
I hide  
sometimes from friends  
always from crowds 
and so I am as 
invisible to them 
 
and my house, so simple plain 
     like my person 
drew scant attention 
 
during the plague 
for three years  
I abided in the Certosa del Galluzzo 
       a monastery of prayer and seclusion 
  and from the monks 
I learned to see 
and what I saw  
I could not explain 
 
in deep prayer 
I surrendered 
and focused on the Christ  
and his Passion 
and there I saw 
 the source 
   a space of between  
            the before of all corruption 
  
to move to origin 
 is a movement of intention 
from the intensity  
 of the singular  
to the particular  
 of the sensual 
 
and here as always 
deep in dark  
the origin poses 
as stone 
unyielding yet turbulent 
like the flow  
of a river, all furious  
in flood 
 
and in this 
I am full 
echo rich of sound and image 
I am a saturated 
cacophony of overlap  
 
in Michelangelo’s work 
I saw as intelligent 
the conglomerate mass 
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  of bodies 
a withdrawn whole  
aware and taut  
balanced fine 
between art and nature  
between decoration and idea 
 
  and there 
  I also saw hope 
  as a fine glimmer 
  abstract shaped 
  &  
  ornate 
 
  like 
        a wall 
  with  
        a gate 
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Mourning 
The Deposition, oil on wood panel  
the Capponi Chapel of Church of Santa Felicita 
 Florence, 1527-1528 
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I grieved 
    as though there, attendant  
  in bitter sweet anguish 
and I painted the figures knotted 
  together in silent hover 
        with fine grained suffering  
  staring from haunted eyes   
 
 
partly opened mouths 
  issue inaudible lament. 
      each body shimmers  
   and together 
  a crowding of luminous colour 
without warning, shines. 
   a rainbow surge 
  of high-keyed affect 
   each figure anonymous  
  laced and braided together 
unified in yearning 
  a slow motioning gyre. 
 
each drifts 
  in dreadful mourning  
for the dead Son 
  lost to me 
and to my world  
  I was as abandoned 
and my world  
 diminished   
ashen 
a stark world  
sundered to empty. 
and unaccompanied  
    a cloud floats  
bleak and bleak  
suspended    
just as that body 
His body      
floats 
  weightless  
separated from his mother  
  torn from her lap, 
and she, the Madonna, 
  swooning 
falls back – massive  
  with impossible mourning 
 
 
 
 
all is hopeless and solitary,  
  each alone  
yet drifting,  
  on invisible currents  
upwards, anti-clockwise  
  34 
a spiral  
   converging, 
  finally on an assembling,  
unexpected  
  of hands, in complex debilitation 
shade scripted       
  and suspended before  
a mysterious hole  
  a void   
black 
here is the end of the world 
  and it punctures 
the braided shimmer  
  of a composition, finessed 
    each figure framed  
       and carved fragile  
 
and forever all stays   
  as glacé 
a confection of sugar and sting,  
  of impossible 
 
     mourning. 
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Love     
… for Bronzino, 1540 
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    birdsong,  
     from trees early 
      morning dappled,  
    tightly tucked  
     in the back of  
    my house,  
     all leaf sprout green,  
    Spring now,  
     in bare beginning 
        & 
    I dream your body 
            returns to me  
    close again for me 
  to hold 
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     impossible 
      this voice,  
     complex, silent, distant  
          in time 
        silent  
          in life  
          a breath withheld  
 
        and  
 
      I grasped 
 
       your hand  
 
      touching gently 
 
       like a kiss 
 
 
          shy. 
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do you my dear  
know how long 
I sought you 
yearned for you in my life 
a good friend  
first in study as my apprentice 
then in love, raw and tender 
and then in friendship, pure  
        as you became my true son  
you are my need  
a need seen and shaped 
a man loved  
     in tenderest thought 
    
   I hold you close 
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Interludes of gorgeous blue … a breath of air 
 
 
I said nothing. 
I remembered nothing. 
 
 
Just now, this moment, forever, dissolving into blue.  
 
 
A sharp cry of heaven. 
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      I sought the  
       close hold  
            of black surround  
 
        all as nothing 
       wary, I quiet  
      and hide 
      a retreat  
     in a corner of deep self  
              darkness.  
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Call 
The Angel of the Annunciation (detail), fresco 
 the Capponi Chapel of Church of Santa Felicita  
Florence, 1527-1528 
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          my angel 
        painted in mid-flight 
            wings arched back  
              and tiered, in 
        white, gold and gray  
                 this angel 
      all turbulence  
       silhouette, swirled and 
          flower-pressed, flat  
        against the wall 
        advances 
     with purposeful gilt soar 
       he drives forward  
     to pronounce  
       that song  
     a cry, tongued 
       to silver 
      
     his hair is all shine 
       the smouldered auburn     
        sculpted curls 
       swept  
            to one side   
     his head tilted 
       and balanced 
     by his torso, graceful      
        in awkward  
        contrapuntal twist 
     that face 
      in profile  
     almost turned away, yet 
       like the crescent  
       moon, slender 
       attenuated 
       rare 
     and above his lips  
       an ovate eye, with the pupil  
     oblique, verging  
       on invisibility 
       a fine black  
       line, a horizon  
       gaze devoured 
     to journey then 
       from mouth to ear 
        across  
     that smooth, sweetly 
       rendered blank 
     expanse of face 
       a quest to the ear’s intricacy  
     its intimate mystery 
       to a listening, turned outwards, for itself 
     and amid such fineness  
      cloth streams colour 
        a pure and radiant coral 
              and the palest amber  
        light 
  43 
an angel, all enveloped 
in billowed motion 
a blossom light 
filled thick 
with softened 
muscular thigh, and calf 
in stocking  
      peach-nectar wrap 
foot and forearm bare 
crooked elbow and hands 
bent abstract 
     a body gentled,  
       wax-soft  
     in yearned compassion 
       with tenderness 
     to be shared. 
 
     God’s gold bloom 
       song delivered 
       dispassionate, 
       awe-bright & all 
             oranged. 
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Book  
The diary of Pontormo 
 excerpts 1554-1556 
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Thursday I got up an hour before dawn  
and started the figure that is below the head 
 
 
 
 
 
small flakes appear 
suddenly snow 
falling within my field of vision 
an efflorescence  
  a sudden shine 
  or gleam  
and also rain  
  misting  
fine drops, wind carried 
like cold kisses  
  they touch my hands 
I pushed forward  
  shoulders clenched  
against the cold 
I struggled forward  
  to the frescoes  
  to San Lorenzo 
a call to work 
 
 
 
 
 
Monday I did the grey ground. 
Tuesday another grey ground. 
 
 
 
 
 
I drew here 
in shadowed home 
 
the paper pressed outward to me 
   it enveloped the mark 
 
   like the fresco wall 
   all surface looming 
 
 
the paper spoke  
the mark like the smudged upward drift 
spiraling from an extinguished candle 
 
   a silent speech,  
   a muted yet precise physicality 
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Thursday I did the 2 heads drawn  
above and it was raining and thundering  
and extraordinarily cold weather 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a diaphanous  
layered colour 
softly yet sharply iridescent  
 
– colour that wraps itself around and through forms  
 
   as light 
 
 
 
 
 
Friday I replastered all the holes in the  
first scene in the choir 
 
 
 
 
 
I have seen the end of days 
a twisted turmoil 
body folded over body 
entwined  
dense 
   an inundation evoked 
in dissolve 
a misted grey 
life in death     merged 
 
  one massing 
 
  all converged 
 
 
 
 
Saturday I did two arms and didn’t  
have any supper 
 
 
 
 
sharply decorative   an awkward grace 
aloof in silhouette 
a shift to ornament 
 
in feeling 
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toned 
like a bell 
finessed by feather down 
life breathed into 
subtle shape 
poignant silhouette 
 
 
 
 
 
I finished the figure 
 
 
 
 
 
a bleak eroticism 
the body stripped bare 
naked  
 
no decorum 
 
a blissful, complex contrapposto  
 
a body scoured 
a peeling back, one layer and then another  
an awkward excess 
of cooled surface 
and heated arabesque  
 
   – an impossible piety  
 
 
 
 
Sunday I had dinner with Bro and at night 
I didn’t eat and I started to feel sick. 
 
 
 
my body  
tender, open  all riven  
I walked, my back 
         open 
to a starless void,  
  
I walked without protection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10th on Wednesday. 
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always the twist, always a little bit further 
 
clouds in water 
  strange spiralled clouds  
  of flesh, illumined and pale 
 
bodies fluid 
evanescent  
 
clouds in the sky 
 
  yet in between  
  gaps  
  dark fissures  
  a black lightening  
 
  jagged  
 
 
 
Thursday 
 
 
 
 
I sat alone in the dark 
I murmured and 
I mouthed words  
silently 
 
 
Friday Saturday I did that little bit of the arm  
and finished it so that all the whole figures 
for the scene are finished. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the air inflames and blisters 
boundaries soften 
I merged and flowed 
with  
     touched 
     lip  
damped contact 
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Monday evening, white cabbage and a pancake. 
 
 
 
 
 
a moment of  
release, an insight 
I opened and opened 
until small and black inside 
– just my dark breaded desire 
 
 
 
Tuesday evening one half of a little goat's head  
and vegetable soup 
 
 
 
 
 
I looked 
and drew more 
 
form is fleshed full  
to a ripening  
and in mass and volume pure 
 
I looked 
and saw form  
compressed,  to compounded complexities 
    
I looked  
at confounded circulations  
each energy wreathed  
a writhing  
of undulating silhouettes  
ghost thoughts,  
always again  
just the human form  
a pure look 
a gentled abstract shift  
 
 
 
 
 
Wednesday evening the other fried half  
and a good measure of grapes  
and bread for five cents and capers with salad. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a drawing out  
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of ever more  
lines on paper 
a fine fading  
 of the senses 
a move to the black 
 sweet nectar 
that fills and dissipates 
the end of all that is 
the resurrection, 
the dead arise and flow,  
smoke escaping  
from the ground 
 
 
 
 
Thursday morning dizziness  
which lasted the whole day,  
and I was in an entirely bad state since  
and my head was weak; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I looked out from my silence, 
a clenched fist  
 
ensconced,  
and held in silent looking 
 
I yearned  
to touch more completely that from which I feel separation. 
 
me 
 
my fingers touched the page 
I smudged the chalk 
I saw the ghost’s face 
 
landlocked 
I am beached  
deep  
within myself 
a core of anger and rage 
a gnawed bone 
pinned  
to the page 
 
the body bare 
twisting in awkward  
constrained  
elegance 
 
I shuddered here 
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Thursday evening a soup of good mutton and  
beet salad. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I gave up in deep 
surrendered breath-dream 
 
unplunged 
pushed forth,  
upward from the ground 
in 
large shapes,  
perfect haphazard 
 
 
 
 
 
Friday evening beet salad and a pancake of two eggs. 
 
 
 
 
 
complex 
heart stung play 
a meditation distanced and immediate 
 
intimacy shared 
 
my heart twice bitten 
sucked dry to syrup slow  
pang shared darkness  
incomprehensible shade 
the certain unknown 
kiss stolen  
from alone 
comfort  
shared sunder 
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Tuesday evening lettuce salad  
and pancake. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
death... in huge heavy imperturbable  
   indifference. 
 
as a blank mirror  
true  
 
 
 
 
the duchess came to San Lorenzo,  
the duke came, too. 
 
 
 
 
I felt my breathing, my pulse 
the wind, the sun  
the moving of the spheres,  
the thought of God ...  
I saw the whirl of the gyre  
a slow inexorable move 
 
I felt memory,  
 my mother, my father, my grandmother. 
 
 
Sounds like music. 
 
I am a cat, a bird, I fly,  
 
the swarm of memory,  
filtered haze a mirage,  
  wobbling for substance in the heat.  
Words and feelings – absent markers.  
Words of stories without details  
no place, light, trees, scent,  
smoke trails  
wind buffeted 
acrid 
 
a filled room 
 
I was mute  
word twisted into image. 
 
 
Saturday evening, I ate two eggs. 
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Always  
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I sit in question 
scoured  
as intervals  
seek me  
to define  
and sculpt 
the flowers that shape my mind  
 
all is poised 
in dazzle like the 
lipped leaf and cupped bud 
 
in private  
I suffered poor splendour  
I now turn away 
and depart from this  
my life dream  
framed in 
remote  
yet exquisite quaver  
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Notes 
 
 
1. Death: Via della Colonna, no. 33, Florence, January, 1557      
 
Pontormo died January 1, 1557 at his home in Florence at the age of 62. According to contemporary 
accounts he died of dropsy. Just what dropsy is remains something of a mystery as it was a general term 
describing the accumulation of excess water in the body. In some cases, there was the added danger of 
asphyxia if the patient lay on their back. These symptoms indicate that dropsy may have been indicative of 
congestive heart failure or kidney disease.  
 
This section, along with three others called Stones, Love and Always respectively, are to be understood as 
fictionally attributed to Pontormo. The other sections, whilst also fictionally attributed to Pontormo, refer to 
his specific artworks and diary. 
 
 
2. Heaven and Earth: The Four Evangelists, the Deluge and the Resurrection of the Dead, three frescoes 
from the Choir of the Basilica of San Lorenzo, Florence, 1546-1557  
 
In 1546 Cosimo I de’ Medici commissioned Pontormo to paint a large fresco cycle in the choir chapel of San 
Lorenzo, the grand church under the long-term patronage of the Medici in Florence. It was the most 
significant project in Pontormo’s career, and one he was to be involved with for the last ten years of his life.  
And yet it is the picture of a neurotic loner that threatens to overwhelm any sense of achievement. It is 
claimed by Vasari that for eleven years Pontormo hid himself and the frescoes in an elaboration of 
scaffoldings allowing no one to witness their development. Within these descriptions, the personality of 
Pontormo becomes more complicated and the march towards creating the image of Pontormo as a decadent 
and disturbed creative was now underway. And yet it is evident that despite these early assertions of his 
aloofness, the drawings of Pontormo point to an artist not disengaged from the art of his time but of one 
actively engaged with developing his own vision through it. 
 
Pontormo died just before completing his monumental work. That task was left to his former student, long-
term close friend and collaborator Agnolo Bronzino who was a respected court artist and poet in his own 
right. Almost two hundred years later, in 1742, the walls of the choir were destroyed during renovations and 
his fresco cycle, and like most of his later work, was irretrievably lost. Despite this destruction, the frescoes 
of San Lorenzo are still tantalisingly, if hazily, accessible to the imagination. This is due to the survival of an 
extraordinary series of drawings and studies by Pontormo as well as some copies and early eye witness 
accounts. Consequently, there has been, and continues to be, much speculation about the San Lorenzo 
frescoes. 
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It is true that they certainly puzzled some people at the time of their unveiling. While the colouring and some 
of the figures' poses were much praised, the narratives they displayed seemed to have confused people as 
they didn't follow strict biblical convention. This was increasingly an issue during the time of increased 
conservativism within the Catholic church of the Counter-Reformation. This complicated critical response, 
combined with the astonishing preparatory drawings and the frescoes' destruction, have tweaked the curiosity 
and even yearning of many modern commentators. They have speculated as to what these frescoes may have 
looked like and what the religious agenda of the frescoes may have been, with each commentator trying to 
give shape as to what we may have lost with their destruction.  
 
In his last drawings for the San Lorenzo frescoes, the cool Mannerist ornament now typical of the time is 
stretched to breaking point. Something much more private, more expressive emerges. In these frescoes the 
body becomes part of a pictorial construct now raw and rare. In this vision, all is now as pneuma, a pure 
breath of bodies entwined about one another, a 'liquefaction' of flesh, in a newly emergent envisioning of the 
spiritual.  
 
See relevant works online: 
 
Deluge and Resurrection of the Dead: 
https://www.wga.hu/html_m/p/pontormo/drawings/2/10deluge.html; 
https://www.wga.hu/html_m/p/pontormo/drawings/2/07loren1.html  
 
Four Evangelists: https://www.wga.hu/html_m/p/pontormo/drawings/2/07loren5.html 
 
 
 
3. Stones: Walking and painting, and drawing and seeing, Florence, 1554 
 
Pontormo was a thinking artist. He was also a highly sensitive yet deeply devotional man who over time 
evolved his own spiritual lexicon of forms designed to work with the religious iconography of the time. This 
spiritual quality can be seen to begin to truly develop when due to an outbreak of the plague in Florence, 
Pontormo fled, with his then student Agnolo Bronzino, to the nearby Carthusian monastery, the Certosa del 
Galluzzo, for the period 1522 – 1525. This time seemed to allow him to develop a much more personal and 
interior connection to the Church's teachings. That he connected to the monks, the meditative calm and 
culture of the place is evident in the fact that he remained in contact with them throughout his life. This 
connection is also apparent in the paintings he completed while there. How this affected his later work is 
speculation but it is clear that his later religious commissions and indeed works in general became 
increasingly ahistorical and decontextualized from any recognizable contextualising scene, where all actions 
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are suspended in some strange unidentifiable no-place, they feel displaced and strange. This, in conjunction 
with the use of another-worldly, luminous colour heightens the growing sense of the devotional visionary 
quality so fundamental to his religious pictures. The viewer is invited to see the painted image as a deeply 
intimate personal vision as though the result of deep contemplation and intense devotion.  
 
Insight into his artistic beliefs are revealed in his approach to drawing, an activity he saw as an independent 
creative act and not simply as preparation to painting. In 1547 Pontormo was invited by Benedetto Varchi, a 
personal friend of Bronzino and a leading humanist, historian and poet in Florence, to write on the paragone. 
The paragone is a traditional debate from the Italian Renaissance in which one form of art (painting, 
sculpture or architecture) is championed as superior to the others.  
 
In his letter to Varchi, Pontormo was at pains to stress that disegno or drawing be seen as fundamental for the 
development and grounding of art. In other words, that disegno constitutes art's essence. For Pontormo 
drawing was absolutely integrated into his creative process as an investigative and creative activity that was 
both intuitive and intellectual. While many of his paintings no longer exist, there are a significant number of 
drawings from which to gain an overall insight into the thought behind his creative methods and the 
processes of his visual experiments.  
 
 
4. Mourning: "The Deposition", oil on wood panel, the Capponi Chapel of Church of Santa Felicita, 
Florence, 1527-1528 
 
Central to Pontormo's extant oeuvre is a painting regarded as one of the first major masterpieces of what 
became known as Mannerism. Commonly referred to as the Deposition or the Transportation of Christ, it is 
still in its original position above the altarpiece in the Capponi Chapel, which is in the Santa Felicita Church 
in Florence. Painted in oil on wood and completed in 1528, it is a large painting of many life-sized figures. 
The Deposition is generally regarded as marking the emergence of Pontormo's maturity as an artist. The 
depiction of the bodies in the painting assumes a sculptural-like clarity of form and surface inspired by the 
example of the classicism of Michelangelo's work in the Medici Chapel. A deeply moving work it is 
characterized by a breathtakingly yet sweetly coloured, swarm of grieving figures who weightlessly revolve 
around a mysterious black hole or void that opens up directly between the grieving Madonna and the inert 
but supported body of her now deceased son.  
 
See this work online: https://www.wga.hu/html_m/p/pontormo/4capponi/1depos.html 
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5. Love: … for Bronzino, 1540 
 
While it would be careless to see Pontormo in terms of our current understandings of identity construction, 
sexual or otherwise, there is some support, in his private papers for example, that his relationships were 
outside the gender and sexual "norms" being increasingly enforced in sixteenth-century Italy. The account of 
Pontormo by Giorgio Vasari reveals some of the categories that recur in biographies of "bachelors" who may 
have been emotionally and sexually involved with others of the same sex where he is described as strange 
and bizarre, or as a solitary man, a man who couldn't tolerate crowds or at times even the company of his 
friends.  
 
Vasari admits that Pontormo deeply loved his students, especially Agnolo Bronzino. Bronzino joined him as 
an apprentice when he was fourteen years old, and they remained close for the rest of Pontormo's life, a 
period of over forty years. However, there is no evidence of him or others referring to him in explicitly 
sexual terms. It is though possible that Pontormo's feelings may have had a sensual component, regardless of 
whether or not he acted upon it.  
 
 
6. Call: "The Angel of the Annunciation" (detail), fresco, the Capponi Chapel of Church of Santa Felicita, 
Florence, 1527-1528 
 
The painting of The Angel of the Annunciation is the left-hand panel of the Annunciation fresco, completed 
in 1527-28 as part of the commission to decorate the Capponi Chapel, Santa Felicità, Florence.  The 
Annunciation was painted on the side wall around the window adjacent to the Deposition. The spare 
architectural elements above the two figures, resemble the architectural features that adorn the church 
interior. The viewer is therefore placed in the same space as this visionary event.  
 
See this work online: https://www.wga.hu/html_m/p/pontormo/4capponi/2annunc1.html  
 
 
7. Book: The diary of Pontormo, excerpts 1554-1556 
 
After his death, amongst his possessions were found some folded sheets of paper. These sheets proved to be 
a diary by Pontormo covering the last two years of his life (from March 1554 to November 1556).  
 
At the time of writing this diary, Pontormo was aging and increasingly in ill health. The diary entries are 
strangely perfunctory, and combine notes on his diet, his health, and his private life-trials and tribulations. 
Some days are identified but then left blank. At times a tone of complaint that seems almost querulous 
pervades the text. There are also details describing work done on the frescoes for San Lorenzo, including 
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small simple contour sketches. Despite the numerous speculations on the purpose of his diary and indeed the 
oddness of the entries, it has been observed that this writing is very much in the tradition of Florentine 
merchant diaries. Like Pontormo's these diaries were without hierarchy, facts and observations were entered 
with no concern as to how trivial or mundane, incongruous or personal they were.  
 
 
8. Always  
 
Pontormo was buried on January 3, 1957 in the Basilica della Santissima Annunziata in Florence. Initially 
this was in the courtyard beneath his first major commission a large fresco of the Visitation. Later his body 
was moved and placed in St Luke's Chapel still in Santissima Annunziata in a vault for Florentine painters 
and now lies behind a painting of his beloved Bronzino.  
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Exegesis: the gap between   
 
 
Introduction 
 
The artist Pontormo and his work have been important to me for many years. The thing that first attracted me 
to him was his large painting The Deposition. At the centre of this painting is a mysterious black hole. This 
hole is located in the vortex of a slow-moving, spiral hover of luminously coloured figures, all in mourning. 
Crossing that black space are a cluster of hands; reaching for one another and framing it are two figures: the 
first is of the grieving Madonna, who appears to be falling away from the second, the inert body of Jesus 
Christ, her dead son. It is a magnificent painting. The shadowed dark space at its centre speaks of an 
irremediably ruptured bond, a fundamentally unrepresentable trauma, the grief of a mother for her now dead 
child, and the grief of the (Christian) world for the loss of its saviour.  
 
For me this complexity of signification and asignification suggests many things, each pointing to loss in 
some way, to the silence, the gap in our capacity to represent the things that truly matter to us. This painting 
highlights the limits of any language system and in doing so points to the unfathomable profundity attending 
this silence. It is this painting the Deposition that led me to want to write about Pontormo and his work in 
poetic form. In doing so I am pushed up directly against the inadequacy of language to describe the artist and 
the work in question, as well the inadequacy of words to describe my interests and feelings regarding both 
the artist and my incapacity to do more than simply point to these issues.  
 
However, this pointing to loss, the Madonna's, the painting's, mine as a viewer and author, Pontormo's as an 
artist, acts as a kind of testimony or witness to something vitally important. The pointing to loss is an 
acceptance of the limits of language verbal or painterly. These limits are not necessarily a bad thing; they are 
simply indicative of the gap or silence that exists between representation and the represented. Indeed, I 
strongly felt that Pontormo's work as a whole was engaged in an exercise of addressing this silence. It is 
something that is evident time and time again within his entire oeuvre. It was in fact these attempts by 
Pontormo through which I felt myself connect and be able to empathise with his story. And so, the black hole 
of Pontormo's painting the Deposition became not only an exemplary example of the pointing to discursive 
and narrative rupture, but also a trope to express that rupture.  What started as a specific painting device or 
solution to the problem of grief became for me a stand-in for all breach or rupture within language.  
 
In what follows, I grapple with this conundrum and the questions that arise from this rupture, this gap. In my 
essay, I will articulate these questions further by drawing from theory, criticism, and reflection on my own 
practice.  
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There is at the heart of this project an interest in the "gap" between the represented and its representation. 
This gap is a powerful affecting space, animated by much more than the simple incapacity of one medium to 
perfectly replicate another. This relates to how the unrepresentable can be seen as a kind of trauma for 
language but also as something paralleling the reality of trauma's asignification itself. It is also a space that 
engenders the interpretive indeterminacy that haunts any kind of discourse and at the same time is open to 
that which animates the raw generative play of desire. To this end, through the poetry and the essay, I 
investigate the limits of language and its necessity in the development of poetic expressiveness. 
 
I explore these questions first, in the literature review through an exploration of poetry dealing with trauma, 
ekphrasis and biography, each of which in its own way grapples with the problem of the inexpressible, the 
gap between the represented and representation. For example, in trauma, there is an absence of 
representation altogether. Ekphrasis and biography seem to work in parallel where the object of 
representation eludes complete assimilation into the means of representation. I then examine the affect-
phrase elucidated in the work of the French philosopher Jean-François Lyotard, and also conduct an 
exploration of ekphrasis itself in order to interrogate the nature of the gap or space between the represented 
and its representation. What is the role of this gap within poetic language, and how does it operate there? 
Finally, how can it be articulated and what might be the significance of this particular type of articulation? 
These are large questions to address within the scope of a creative Master of Philosophy. However, I feel that 
I can at least begin to mark out spaces for this research and begin to answer these questions as they have 
preoccupied me in the writing of the creative aspect of this project. These preoccupations entail the claim 
that for poetry the gap is finally an animating gap, a creative force that articulates what we call poetic 
language.  
 
Methodologically this project utilises a practice-led research strategy, which means that the creative practice 
in its widest possible and most inclusive sense drives the research. And so, the creative writing is not a 
passive demonstration or example of critical content so much as a generator of and responder to the content. 
The almost tautological and at times conflicted space of ekphrasis is explored here including a relationship of 
similitude that it shares with biography. In short it could be considered that my methods of practice are 
repurposed into methods of research. However as a research strategy, practice-led research is typically 
hybrid in nature, which in this case means it utilises a number of methods such as straightforward scholastic 
research, textual analysis, and fieldwork within what is necessarily a strongly emergent, theoretical and 
practical context.  In other words, within this practice-led research strategy, the theory emerges from the 
creative project which is triangulated within two broad conceptual frameworks: one, ekphrasis and biography 
coming from literary theory and two, Lyotard’s differend and affect-phrase emerging from critical theory.  
 
The creative text has used ekphrasis and biography in ways that highlight similarities between the two. For 
example, with regard to ekphrasis, the creative text discusses and presents works of art in a more traditional 
ekphrastic manner effectively translating works of art from one medium, painting, to that of another, poetry.  
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It also imaginatively recreates works long since destroyed and for which only the sketchiest of records 
survives. This latter is an exercise in notional ekphrasis. And finally, in reference to biography it creates, 
impossibly, through another act of imagining, the reconstructed subjectivity of a distant other, a long-dead 
artist. While this approach to biography is not technically ekphrasis, there are some parallels which are 
teased out in the critical essay.  
 
Within the theory section I focus on Lyotard’s system of "phrases" as developed in his book The Differend. 
The phrase for Lyotard is any gesture of communication from a wave of the hand to an utterance. Of interest 
though is the very particular phrase Lyotard refers to as the affect-phrase. I think it is particularly useful 
conceptually to the understanding of ekphrasis and biography because it defines or stands in for that which 
resists communicative connection, the defining characteristic of the phrase for Lyotard. The affect-phrase 
functions much in the same way: for example, through the workings of an image that refuses complete 
translation or explanation into or through words, or in the way trauma remains silent, avoiding representation 
altogether. I believe that the notion of the affect-phrase can help to better understand the dynamics 
underpinning our preoccupation with the expressive nature of art and in this case literature and poetry.  
 
 
Textual models: texts of influence 
 
In constructing my literature review, I have decided to concentrate on the range of creative texts I have 
researched and that begin to define the thematic terrain of my creative research. I have deliberately decided 
against including the vast range of historical and art critical texts dealing with Pontormo and his time, as well 
as an extensive survey of the theoretical texts informing the conceptual development of the project. They 
shone revealing sidelights which allowed me to bring to the surface specific details, but they did not go to the 
core of the project, which is finally an exploration of the limits of language and its necessity in the 
development in poetic expressiveness. Instead this literature review will focus on the works that creatively 
stimulated and sustained the creative work Broken Perfect. These creative works are almost exclusively 
poetry and are united by an understanding, sometimes explicitly, sometimes implicit, of the limits of what 
language can and cannot articulate. I understand that most poetry, indeed most literature, works with this 
sense of limit, but what further unites these texts is the self-awareness of being witness to that gap, that 
silence that exists between the represented and its representation. 
 
I have divided the literature review into three broad themes each concerning the limits of language and 
representation. The first relates to the silence of trauma, the second deals with the factual limit of biography 
and its slip into fiction, and the third directly explores representation in the form of ekphrasis. The exposition 
of each section will be necessarily brief. In the first section, I will touch on how, in some poetry, language is 
so altered that syntax and even the words themselves are reshaped into new formal wholes. I will also 
contrast approaches to the unutterability of trauma, be it personal, historical or even cultural as it is in the 
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case of Pontormo. In the second section, awareness of the gap between representation and its other is to be 
found in how a life in the form of a biography is re-presented and how questions of literary form and the 
establishing of context become of concern. And finally, in the third section, I focus on the texts dealing with 
ekphrasis. Each of the ekphrastic texts reveal not simply the limit of language and the forms within which it 
is required to perform, but also language's capabilities, adaptability and flexibility in the face of those limits.  
 
Trauma, a silence presented. 
In 2008, Petar Jevremovic, the Yugoslav clinical psychologist and psychotherapist, wrote: 
 
It is a well-known fact — therapists know it quite well — that it is almost absolutely impossible to 
think, write and talk about traumatizing causes and effect of trauma. There is something deeply 
mute, alogic[al] and inhuman in the bottom of traumatic experience. There is something essentially 
atheoretic[al] within the traumatic experience. There is no place for metaphor within the traumatized 
subjectivity. [...] There is no place for any symbol within it. There is no functional ideation. The 
traumatized subject is deeply frozen in [the] unbearable reality (reality that is not symbolized and not 
mentalized) of his primitive mental state. 
 
Clearly trauma as described here is a deeply cut-off state, somehow existing within its own space. Trauma 
highlights a gap, a rupture, both with and within any kind of discourse. Indeed, one can say it exists outside 
that discourse, apart from it. Given that, how can one write it or from it? How does one reinscribe it back 
into the discursive realm? This re-inscription process is an important and significant theme of my Broken 
Perfect and this research project in general. I explain this more fully in the theory section below, but within 
the literature review, I focus on the work of three strongly contrasting poets, Paul Celan Edmond Jabès, and 
Marie Howe. Each writer deals with the experience of intense trauma, historical, cultural and personal 
rupturing from contextualising discourses, in quite different ways. 
 
Celan, a German-speaking Romanian-born Jewish poet who lost his family to the Holocaust, wrote in 
German, dislocating that language and its syntax into increasingly taut, gnomic, lyric poems that cut through 
to the deep loss and wounding of the Holocaust itself.  Shoshana Olidort writes that  
 
As a German-speaking Jewish survivor living in France, Celan harbored feelings of intense 
estrangement from the language and thus set about creating his own language through what Joris 
eloquently describes as a “dismantling and rewelding” of German. 
 
As a result of his reworking of language, translators have, through necessity, had to take sometimes extreme 
formal and linguistic liberties with his texts to render them into English. To translate Celan is to quite 
literally write another kind of poem, capturing at least its spirit. His liberty with the word shape and 
arrangement within a text is extreme. And his later poems function as compressed fragments offering an 
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extreme, if sometimes private, specificity and evocation, as much through their sound as their literal 
meanings. Here is a late poem in English translation by Michael Hamburger. I should add that the sound is of 
course much richer and more complex in the original German.  
 
All those sleep shapes, crystalline, 
that you assumed 
in the language shadow, 
 
to those 
I lead my blood, 
 
those image lines, them 
I'm to harbour 
in the slit-arteries  
of my cognition –, 
 
my grief, I can see, 
is deserting to you. (337) 
 
 
This use of language where words are combined to create new ideas and carry different sound has been a 
powerful influence on my thinking of how to organise words within my own work. For me, his poems elicit 
affect and generate haunting echoes of something unidentifiable but emotionally unsettling. 
 
Also unsettling but in this instance deeply anchored in articulations focusing on silence and absence is the 
work of the poet Edmond Jabès. Jabès was an Egyptian Jew, who at age forty-four lived out the remainder of 
his life in exile in Paris, after Egypt expelled its Jewish population in 1956. In her book, Lavish Absence, 
poet and translator Rosemary Waldrop wrote,  
 
His aim is not to invert the traditional hierarchy of sense over sound, but to establish parity between 
them, or, rather, to establish a dynamic relation between language and thinking, where the words do 
not express pre-existing thoughts, but where their physical characteristics are allowed to lead to new 
thoughts. (70) 
 
Jabès’ poetry is stark and spare, and his extended texts such as the seven volumed Book of Questions exist 
precariously balanced on the cusp between prose and poetry, fictional narratives and faux-rabbinic texts. For 
me, his works have pointed to, and exemplified, an approach to an abstract use of imagery and word. While 
seemingly mystical in tone and word, they hint at something bleak and empty. For example, God and desert 
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are virtually interchangeable terms that he uses to signify the void. Here is an excerpt from the poem Always 
This Image: 
 
[…] Like a bird in the nest, 
my head rests in my hand. 
I would now celebrate trees, 
if there were anywhere but desert. 
 
Immortal for death. 
Sand is our in- 
sane inheritance. 
 
May this hand, 
where the spirit huddles, 
be replete with seed. 
 
Tomorrow is a new term.  […] (99) 
 
Jabès use of repetition within but also across texts of image and word begins to render these repeated terms 
abstract, devoid of sustaining any meaning of comfort; indeed, they move instead to a meaninglessness 
amplified by a strongly sonic use of language and an active use of the white page and line break. Silence 
opens up in his works as a primary subject matter. What is difficult to determine though is just what kind of 
silence. Is it a shattered silence like that after an explosion or the ever-expanding continuous silence of the 
desert?  This exploration of silence opened me more directly to silence as an animating 'felt' energy within 
writing. For me it helped in accepting the silence that began to emerge in my own poetry. 
 
With Marie Howe we move from the silence and the desert to testimony of living with absence and loss. Her 
collection of poems called What the Living Do were written in response to the death of her brother John, 
from an AIDS-related illness. These poems describe simple often overlooked quotidian things most of us 
experience in the bare, matter-of-fact language of the everyday. And yet somehow the poems still manage to 
point to the heart of the ineffable, to the indescribability of living with absence in the world.  
 
Here are some lines from the title poem of the collection: 
 
[…] waiting for the plumber I still haven't called. This is the everyday we spoke of. 
It's winter again: the sky's a deep, headstrong blue, and the sunlight pours through 
 
the open living-room windows because the heat's on too high in here and I can't turn it off. 
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For weeks now, driving, or dropping a bag of groceries in the street, the bag breaking, 
 
I've been thinking: This is what the living do. And yesterday, hurrying along those 
wobbly bricks in the Cambridge sidewalk, spilling my coffee down my wrist and sleeve, 
 
I thought it again, and again later, when buying a hairbrush: This is it. 
Parking. Slamming the car door shut in the cold. What you called that yearning. 
 
What you finally gave up. […] (89) 
 
In Howe, language is stripped back to reveal a series of images, a clustering of brief vignettes that allude to 
our experience of a raw bare-life connection to living in the face of profound loss. The apparently concrete 
expression speaks to the heart of the intangible. Loss is uncannily present in all the hereness of the everyday.  
 
Overall these texts raise for me the powerful question, could it be that this use of language and sound, the 
concrete, raw material of the poet, can open to a place we want to touch but cannot do ourselves? Is it 
possible that the use of these contrasting poetic devices unlocks us to receive this kind of insight, some 
stirring of the heart that hitherto remained inaccessible? 
 
  
Biography, a life imagined. 
Biography is a complex literary space. Poetic and literary biography even more so. Here questions regarding 
not just truth, but representation, interpretation, narration, fiction all come together in a rich conversation 
with form and textual voice. Each of the following biographies that I refer to below are written to work with 
the limit of biography and language and use poetic devices to stress that, highlighting the gap between each. 
They are important to the text Broken Perfect in how they explore biographical information and employ it 
within the text. Some are evocative, others directly confront information as biography, and there is no 
attempt at a seamless narrative.  Each has sought to map, in different and contrasting ways, be it through 
poetry or experimental prose, the subjectivity or rather subject space of an historical figure whilst remaining 
true to the fragmentary nature implicit in any attempt to depict an individual's life, personality or intentions. 
 
Pivotal in this regard has been the Austrian writer Konrad Bayer’s book, The Head of Vitus Bering. Within 
this text, Bayer is primarily interested in the subjectivity of the explorer Vitus Bering as a locus of 
contextualising elements that together begin to construct a sense of identity or consciousness as one built of 
many fragments like a mosaic. These fragments are bits of narrative mixed with stated historical facts, 
documents and seemingly random thoughts, descriptions, incomplete fragments and speculations. They work 
to map a space from which textual relations can be created and networked across the text. This in turn 
defines a textual space that maps or parallels the physical and cultural worlds of Vitus Bering with his 
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thought-world.  A liminal space is created that defines the limits of knowing and of speaking. It also points to 
a silence: each textual path a seeming dead end on its own. The composite, contiguous nature of this text has 
fascinated me for many years and acted as a primary inspiration for the assemblage of writings that constitute 
my own creative text.  
 
The blurring of narrative boundary exemplified in Susan Howe’s My Emily Dickinson and Michael 
Ondaatje’s The Complete Works of Billy the Kid has pushed my own thinking about boundary and voice and 
encouraged me to allow research and invented first person voice to exist in parallel texts as the poetry and 
notes where one augments the other and impacts on the reading of the other. Susan Howe untypically has not 
distanced herself from her purported subject but included her own thoughts and researches into and about 
Emily Dickinson. Ondaatje's tale seeks to recreate the voice of Billy the Kid, writing poetry he attributes to 
his subject as well as narratives that begin to flesh out in a dream-like way the man and his legend.   
 
Pushing the fragmentary nature of the biographical narrative to poetic extremes is also evident in the text 
George de la Tour by French author Pascal Quignard on the artist of the same name. While not strictly 
poetry, this text drives both biographical narrative and an intensely evocative, lyrical language to extremes. 
Indeed, it functions more as a reflection on the work and subjectivity of the artist George de la Tour. 
Sometimes the language literally comes close to overwhelming any narrative and plunges one instead into a 
stand-alone almost sculptural sense of the lyrical. For example, in one of his characterisations of la Tour's 
paintings, he states 
 
The paintings do not tell a story, they create a silence, while remaining on the watch for the story. 
They transform life into its résumé. They turn mystery into everything that is most domestic, while 
at the same time suddenly solemnising the molecules of the human condition: birth, separation, 
sexuality, abandonment, silence, agony, death. (50) 
 
Each word here is as though a monument and calls attention to itself, as itself. The words are simple, the 
construction of tone, complex. 
 
These four texts reveal a working with biography that understand and deal with the knowledge that no 
subject of a biography is truly represented by that text or indeed ever could be. In this way biography 
replicates some of the tensions that exist within ekphrasis, where there is also a tension between what can be 
represented and the subject itself, something I will explore next. This tension highlights the limits of 
language as a system of representation and invites formal innovations within language and form. These texts 
I have written about do just that and do so in a way that informed the writing and organising of Perfect 
Broken.  
 
Ekphrasis, art evoked. 
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Ekphrasis is most generally understood as the "verbal representation of a visual representation" (Heffernan, 
3). While there is more to this, which I will discuss below in the theory section, this definition alone begins 
to hint at complexity of representation. For example, even something as superficially simple as description, 
immediately launches one into a series of complications demonstrating that there is no such thing as a clear 
or simple reportage. The art historian Michael Baxandell, in talking of description, has commented, “[…] the 
nature of language […] means that the description is less a representation of the picture, or even a 
representation of seeing the picture, than a representation of thinking about having seen the picture.” (11)  
 
This is an interesting point for the texts I wish to talk about here. Each is in fact a reflection on deep thinking 
about and responding to a visual art work and the impact this makes on poetic language and form. An 
influential example in this regard is John Ashbery’s famous poem Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror, which 
focuses on a small self-portrait by a young and precocious Parmigianino, the famed Italian mannerist painter. 
This exemplary ekphrastic poem shifts from description to narration, employs different voices of the artist, 
narrator, and commentators on the work like Vasari. A dazzlingly complex range of reflections are 
compacted into this poem including ones on the relation of language to image. For example, 
 
And just as there are no words for the surface, that is, 
No words to say what it really is, that it is not 
Superficial but a visible core, then there is 
No way out of the problem of pathos vs. experience. 
You will stay on, restive, serene in 
Your gesture which is neither embrace nor warning 
But which holds something of both in pure 
Affirmation that doesn’t affirm anything (70) 
 
Here Ashbery contemplates language's incapacity to genuinely represent that which is being described, and 
then he drifts back to the image, musing on its intractable fixedness and speculating on what it all might 
possibly mean. 
 
Language and narration are further tested in the next two texts. The first, the Sistine Gaze: I too begin with 
scaffolding by Seamus Cashman is a book-length ekphrastic poem on Michelangelo's huge painted 
monument in the Sistine Chapel in the Vatican, in Rome. The poem shifts between the literal and the 
fantastic in its meditation on the artist's complex array of images. There is a dense almost corporeal 
musicality to the language and an old worldly quality to its phrasing. For example, verse 225 reads: 
 
Mind absorbs the fear 
and lets the snake's open mouth behead 
where acorns bloom. 
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Fragrance sculpts the pigment brush 
to shade thigh, brow or flowing hair or gown 
as ideas shaping words take form.  (88) 
 
References to the body abound, and through language painting becomes an erotic caress, and raw emotion 
bleeds seamlessly into image. Language is a medium facilitating metamorphosis, showing how perception is 
anything but static or transparent. 
 
In Articulated Lair by Camille Guthrie, a short collection of ekphrastic poems on selected works by the 
famous contemporary sculptor, Louise Bourgeois, conceptual description is encapsulated in a spare and 
abbreviated language. These poems work to achieve a kind of collapsed sonic resonance, which begins to 
stand in for the work itself. Here are some lines from the poem Pensées Plumes, 
 
Pendular oscillator pocketed idea thought feather 
 
Steel houseboat Shalimar cannibal threaded limb 
 
Closet cattle skeleton lace wood shuttle 
 
Untied burden dirty garment torn brethren (29) 
 
It is a musical list, highlighting images and objects drawn by the artist as "thought feathers", which is also 
how the artist characterised her drawings. It is almost an exhibition in its own right and speaks to the poetry 
inherent in the visual artist's own work. 
 
 
This is not by any means an exhaustive list of texts that I have drawn inspiration from for my poetry in 
Broken Perfect. It is instead a range of exemplary texts that, apart from having been personally influential, 
also characterise the themes that weave their way through the poetry of Broken Perfect. To reiterate, these 
themes revolve around the nature of the gaps naturally extant in the terrain marked by the boundary limits we 
call the represented and representation. These are gaps that effectively reside at the limits of language 
resulting in the differing kinds of silences discernible in trauma, biography and ekphrasis. Consequently, the 
texts I have described here journey toward mapping an overall emotional core that both underpins the 
research questions for me and draws attention to a community of struggle and fascination with these themes. 
That emotional core is ultimately unexpressible but highly motivational. It presses forward, animating both 
creative and theoretical endeavours and, to this end, has sustained the project while the texts themselves have 
acted as pilot lights, guiding and informing my creative and theoretical explorations. These themes are the 
raw material from which this project grew. The themes are twofold: the first deals with the limits of what 
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language can and cannot articulate and the second highlights awareness in language of the gap between the 
represented and its representation. What now follows is a brief theoretical foray into the possible 
significances of these themes.  
 
 
An exploration of expressiveness: the differend, affect-phrase and ekphrasis: 
 
The differend, the affect phrase and silence 
Gary Shapiro in his article The Absent Image: Ekphrasis and the ‘Infinite Relation’ of Translation quotes 
Foucault reflecting on his ekphrasis of Las Meninas, “it is in vain that we say what we see; what we see 
never resides in what we say.” (13) This gap being without language functions as a kind of silence or rupture. 
It is mute. Representation can even be seen to wrong the represented, as described so effectively by the late 
philosopher Jean-François Lyotard as a differend. Dylan Sawyer in his book Lyotard, literature and the 
trauma of the differend, comments: “[…] while being a recognition of a wrong the differend is also 
fundamentally an intuition and a feeling; consequently any attempt to phrase its message in another idiom is 
to risk inciting a further wrong.” (25) 
 
This identification of the differend with a feeling is important. To understand this further we will need to 
look more deeply into Lyotard's theory of communication as laid out in The Differend where he develops a 
theory of communication based on what he called phrases. For Lyotard the phrase is the fundamental unit of 
communication but importantly it is not specifically a linguistic construct. It could also be a non-linguistic 
element, for example a feeling. Phrases are understood to set up links with one another and where this cannot 
happen, a silence occurs: this charged silence is called by Lyotard a differend (Lyotard, xi; Tomiche, 44). 
And the phrase which did not set up links or connect, he called the affect-phrase (Lyotard, 104). This means 
that affect has the capacity to disturb articulated discourse, to stop, albeit briefly, any discursive momentum. 
In other words, while we can recognise affect we cannot articulate it. The affect-phrase is therefore the space 
where rupture from all discursive possibility occurs. An example of this might be the space of trauma, a 
space where no graspable or tangible representation occurs. Writing on Lyotard's understanding of affect, 
Ron Katwan states: “It could be said that [affect] bears witness to the event of a phrase, that is, the taking 
place of an experience, without being able to speak of its nature.” (14) In other words, affect can be seen to 
disturb discourse and clandestinely animate the sound or shape of that discourse, in other words, haunt it. 
Clare Nouvet in her text on Lyotard's affect-phrase “The Inarticulate Phrase” explains that while, “[…] affect 
is, according to Lyotard, 'irreducible to articulation.' […] It can inhabit articulated language, but as a 
squatter, a clandestine guest, an 'outside within,' the presence of which articulated language does not even 
suspect or hear.” (239) And so for this disruption to be evident, attention needs to be paid as to how affect 
may be haunting the discourse. So, for example, in an artwork this might be evidenced in the resistance of 
that artwork to any definitive interpretation, something is forever elusive to explanation. All that can be done 
is to indicate that there is such a thing and to bear testimony to its existence.  
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Lyotard expands on this dynamic in his book The Soundproof Room in a description that seems perfect for 
the visionary and intellectually complex work of an artist like Pontormo:  
 
Painting is not for seeing; it demands this listening: the eye listens to something beyond the 
harmonious music of the visible. […] But its empty inside allows the mask [the outer form of the 
work] to pick up the truth – nothingness – in the form of strident apparitions. (104)  
 
In other words, we use something, the rhetoric of painting for example, to say there really is only nothing to 
say and we need to look carefully at that something which is nothing, we need to be able to closely read and 
listen to the phrasing of that forming rhetoric to sense the nothing that is being pointed to.  
 
In the following section I will address this and then apply it to my creative text, Broken Perfect. 
 
Ekphrasis and Biography 
At its core my creative project is haunted by silence, by that which cannot be rendered into word. I consider 
this silence to point to what Lyotard has called the affect-phrase. The silences that exist around any 
presumed knowing of Pontormo and his life and engaging with the reception of his work and what he wished 
to achieve for it, coupled with the fact that so much of his later large- scale painted work no longer exists, 
lure one into fiction, imaginative fabrication, or even fabulation. This is an invention of a kind of discourse, a 
kind of rhetorical monument, which can be understood as pointing to this haunting by silence. I believe that 
to look at ekphrasis is a useful way to examine how this pointing functions. To that end within the creative 
text are three specific examples of traditional ekphrasis, two actual and one notional. But it may be argued 
that the creative piece in its entirety is also ekphrastic or at the very least ephratic: that is related to 
ekphrasis.  
 
As stated earlier ekphrasis has been defined as "the verbal representation of visual representation" 
(Heffernan, 3). Another definition, perhaps more interestingly for this text is proffered by Claire Barbetti, in 
her book Ekphrastic Medieval Visions: A New Discussion in Interarts Theory. There she defines ekphrasis as 
"a representation of a represented composition …. essentially a translation of a composition from one 
medium into another"(142).  She presents ekphrasis as a strategy, as part of a dynamic understanding "of the 
process of making a mental model of a composition" (5). For Barbetti ekphrasis is a verb, indicating that 
representation is part of the living of life because ongoing (2). The point that her understanding of ekphrasis 
shares with Heffernan though is the issue of representation and its limits. This issue lies at the heart of 
ekphrasis. Gary Shapiro has written that “ekphrasis confronts the question: how can we phrase or respond to 
that which is mute and apparently beyond language?” (21) This speaks directly to the gap or space that exists 
between representation and the represented.  Even simple description is at core an interpretive act, and so 
ekphrasis can be seen as an attempt to point out the silences generated by the meeting of incommensurable 
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discourses, and even more of highlighting the haunting of discourse by silence, through the disruption of the 
affect-phrase. 
 
However Broken Perfect is more than traditional ekphrasis. Broken Perfect speaks of additional losses and 
absences, other kinds of hauntings. For example, there is the loss implicit in all biography, where 
interpretation and fiction necessarily attend to the development of any narrative. Indeed, in this way 
biography can be seen to function as a kind of ekphrasis or at least employ many of the rhetorical devices of 
ekphrasis. What both approaches [biography and ekphrasis] share, though, is an investment in constituting 
better-informed, insightful readers. In different ways, they transport readers into the subject’s life, bring the 
subject into readers’ lives, or bring the subject “to life.” (Lovell,75) This relationship means that biography is 
pursued by the same kinds of concerns as more traditional ekphrasis. The same infinite interpretative 
relationship that exists between what we see and what we say. This works to connect us or rather to point us 
to the feeling that the affect-phrase arouses within the silence we call the differend.  
 
 
Conclusion and the Place of Empathy  
 
I want this conclusion to not just end this project but to also offer the possibility of beginning anew. 
Consequently, I introduce in more detail the concept of empathy, as a new beginning for this project, and 
weave it into the concluding statements about the disruptive nature of the affect-phrase, and the gap between 
representation and the represented in general. 
 
What I have tried to indicate is how this gap is an animated activating space for both reader and writer, 
viewer and painter. The rhetorical structures of language or discourse are meaningful in their own right, 
animated by affect and desire. Poetry is the way it is to accommodate this unrepresentable affect. And so, 
this nothing, the unknowable that sits beneath all we try and say or try and understand seemingly generates 
its own content. The rhetorical structure of language lies like a mask over this nothing and yet is also 
animated or shaped into the mask we encounter. As we try to grapple with this rhetorical mask, we engage 
with the bewildering indeterminacy of meaning with regard to the text. We are in fact confronted with mute 
affect's chill haunting of that language. It is in this way that a piece of art of any age or era can, at its best, 
challenge and even threaten a viewer. It cuts discourse, even if does but briefly. In this circumstance the 
viewer is, just for a moment, stranded, speechless and alone in that nothing of a confounding, strident, 
silence.  
 
As I indicated above my text, Broken Perfect is a biography of sorts in that it attempts to reconstruct, through 
an act of empathetic imagination, the subjectivity of this singular artist named Pontormo.  It is empathy, "the 
ego’s capacity to transiently identify with someone else in order to grasp his or her subjective experience" 
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(Salman Akhtar, 93) that enables me to establish an imaginative connection with the artist, as an artist and as 
a man. 
 
I was at pains in this paper to say how the affect that is buried within the silence of the differend remains 
unheard and what that silence might mean. Maybe mute affect is the reason behind this text, or any text, or is 
the reason there is any lyric expression at all. And maybe poetry is the way it is in order to point us to this 
mute affect. Maybe in this regard poetry itself is actually a form of empathy, where empathy is an openness 
to that which cannot be uttered directly. Or poetry offers, at the very least, a vulnerability to openness.  
 
Poetry is also that particular approach to text that can approach the abstraction of music, and in doing so 
approach a limit of the discursive. At the limit of language, we as a reader are thus invited to act as witness 
to that silent intensity that accompanies being lost for words, but not to significance. We are presented anew 
within our search for articulation of being at a loss for words because words cannot be that thing we seek to 
express. How to make words say more! This is the actualisation of the affect-phrase. It might be that the 
deeper meaning of art, a primary function even, is in fact its inability to provide any intrinsic substantial 
answer. It can only reflect back to a sharing, a sharing of our existential solitudes within a life of, or 
subjectivity defined by, representation in the world. This would be a difficult truth to sense and would be 
important to the understanding of empathy as a fragile vulnerable surrender. In this instance, the poem or 
artwork can be seen as a mirror to the reader who finds themselves reflected back to themselves. It would be 
as though the text recognises us, that we would feel in some deep way affirmed by the text in recognising the 
recognition. 
 
The extended poem that is Broken Perfect is the result of an impossible task and that impossibility haunts the 
text and informs each word. It is clearly not possible to enter into or reproduce the mind state of a 16th 
century Florentine. It is fundamentally an act of creative imagination, regardless of how thoroughly it may 
have been researched. I have to reach inside my own incoherence as a subject and through an act of informed 
imagination reconstruct a Pontormo. It could also be described as an act of notional empathy, an empathy for 
someone or some situation which has never existed or which can only be imagined. That being the case, my 
literary exercise represents the situation of not so much of stepping into someone else's shoes as so much as 
stepping into someone’s shoes who I have, in an informed way, imaginatively conjured. Maybe this parallels 
a listening to or for things that are not or cannot be said. It is an attuning of myself to the unsaid of critical 
commentaries in the case of Pontormo, and of empathetically attuning myself as an artist to the work of this 
other artist and of letting that catalyse some kind of 'voice' through me. It is a mosaic of fragments and 
fragmentations, a palimpsest of sculpted silences around which snatches of description and monologue 
move. The language used attempts at times to compress itself into itself to give rise to image or sensation 
before it is understood as language. Within the text Pontormo is hinted at; he speaks, but he is never 
described.  
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The brief factual introduction with the accompanying notes add a different dimension to the creative text, 
engaging with Pontormo's critical and biographical history through a listing of facts. In its accumulation, it 
gives rise to its own 'absent' image of the artist. These gaps and absences are animated with desire, a desire to 
know, as well as the paradoxical desire to fill that which seems empty. This goes some way to mapping the 
nature of the gap or space between the represented and its representation. The gap is a gap created by the 
rupturing of affect and of desire: a raw wanting, painful or pleasurable. It halts discourse. It animates the 
silence of this halting. And this animation is its value to and relationship with poetic language. Poetic 
language is suffused with this animated silence. The language both points to this affect and is coloured by the 
affect of the reader. We read into its silence. We are all alone with this silence. It is the silence, the nothing, 
we all share. When we face that rupture in discourse, for a moment, everything stops; we face that raw silent 
space within which we are embedded, the mystery of that which constitutes our living, an indirect sensing of 
what might be our death. 
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